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Address Bentrup Industriesteuerungen
Zum Buchwald 4 
35463 Fernwald

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The popular compact series from bentrup for panel mounting. Technical perfection meets simple operation. The bentrup panel mounting controllers
TC20xx provide easy handling at highest engineering standards. Depending on your application 4 different models are available, starting with a simple
temperature controller up to a multi-segment programme device. Up to 8 switching outputs, analogue signal out- puts and miscellaneous digital
input/output interfaces allow integration even in complex control systems. 

Our controllers are known for their easy operation giving us an major advantage versus similar products available today. The compact size (front panel
DIN size 72x72mm, depth 110mm) allows space saving mounting but still providing suffi- cient space for a convenient user interface. The bentrup
panel mounting controllers TC20xx: Precision, innovation and operation safety bentrup is known for. 
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